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DLA’s Dedicated Team
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DLA Leadership

David S. Landau 
Founder & CEO

973.842.1998

david.landau@dlallc.com

Phil Ramacca
President & COO

631.521.5693

phil.ramacca@dlallc.com

Subject Matter Experts

Scott Levy
Partner

Software & Services Lead 

Select Recent Clients: 
Info Hedge, Opti, Bela, Network 

Coverage

339.225.1015 
scott.levy@dlallc.com

Core Execution Team

Kathleen Lauster
Managing Director

Capital Advisory Group Leader

Select Recent Transaction: 
MTS, Swiftbulk & 

Vericool

646.978.9860

kathleen.lauster@dlacllc.com

Hiral Udeshi
Senior Analyst

Capital Advisory Group

929.446.8398

hiral.udeshi@dlallc.com

Select Recent Transaction: 
MTS ,Vericool &

Uflex

mailto:david.landau@dlallc.com
mailto:phil.ramacca@dlallc.com
mailto:kathleen.lauster@dlacllc.com
mailto:hiral.udeshi@dlallc.com


DLA’s Capital Advisory & Restructuring Practice
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• Senior debt
• Equity, preferred, convertible & 

option / warrants
• Buyouts, recapitalizations, and carve-

outs
• Control and minority investments
• Management transitions or 

remaining in place
• Joint ventures and strategic 

partnerships

M&A and Capital Advisory

Operation & Liability 
Management

• Addressing defaults, maturities and 

other capital structure constraints

• Review current business plan

• Evaluate organizational structure

• Cash flow forecasting and balance 

sheet deleveraging

• Engaging in creditor communications

• Structuring M&A and other strategic 

transactions for companies with 

overleveraged capital structures

• Restructuring existing debt & equity 
securities

• Planning, structuring, negotiating, 
and implementing a restructuring 
process on behalf of debtors and 
creditors

• Managing negotiations with lenders, 
debt holders, trade creditors, and 
official Chapter 11 committees

• Procurement of financing regardless 
of market conditions

Restructuring Advisory

• Advising on the sale of LP interests 
as well as secondary direct 
transactions

• Sale portfolio construction, creating 
valuation models, & marketing 
material

• Identifying the optional transaction 
strategy, marketing the portfolio, 
leading buyer negotiations

• Structuring & closing

Secondary Sale

M&A
Capital Advisory

Restructuring 
Advisory

Operation & 
Liability 

Management

Secondary 
Sale



Why do Clients Choose DLA?
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Experienced advisors to enhance the negotiation process and 

increase the likelihood of a favorable close

From capital raising to divestitures, to bankruptcy advisory, DLA has a solid understanding of operational 

restructuring and financial structuring across various sectors. Whether your client needs an equity recap 

or takeout debt financing, our deep relationships with strategic and financial investors enhance the 

negotiation process and increase the likelihood of a favorable close.

✓ Cost Effective One Stop Advisory

✓ Singular Middle Market Focus 

We don’t flex down to middle market in slow periods, we are the middle market. We work with family-

owned businesses and founder led firms.  Our firm has deep relationships with over 1,400  strategic and 

financial investors in the lower middle market space.

✓ Direct Access to Senior Bankers

We pride ourselves on building trust and establishing close relationships with our clients. The senior 

bankers you meet on the pitch will be the ones you will be interacting directly with going forward.

✓ Software / SaaS Industry Experience

Our bankers and advisors have worked with numerous clients and advised on many transactions within 

the software space. Whether it be SaaS, Subscription, On-Premise software or any ancillary consulting 

services, we know what buyers are looking for and how address concerns upfront and maximize value.



DLA Capital’s Focus
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Typical Size

$10M - $200M
Debt 

$5M - $100M+
Equity 

Solid understanding of capital strategies & structures across various sectors, deep 
relationships with strategic & financial investors in the middle market space

Manufacturing /
Industrial

Real 
Estate

Media / 
Technology / SaaS

Financial 
Services

Life 
Sciences

Shipping / 
Transportation

Consumer 
Products

Structured 
Finance

Industries
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A Preference Towards SaaS Models
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The Market has Shown a Clear Preference for Software-as-a-Service Models
With Subscription Based Solutions Seen as a Potential Interim Solution

On Premise Software

• Less visibility to the future

• Sales-driven P&L

• Fewer moving parts, fast moving 
levers:

• Value of customer relationship 
drops off after 1st sale

Subscriptions

SaaS Model

• More predicative

• Forecast owned by finance

• More moving parts, slower 
building business

• Maintaining customer 
relationship is key



Recent Sector Performance
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Source: SaaS Capital Index

SaaS Public Companies 

Hit Record Multiples In 

2020

Reaching as high as 16.9x 

ARR at year end, SaaS 

companies exploded in 

2020. While multiples 

have dipped slightly in 

recent months, at 14.5x 

they still perform far 

above their five-year 

average of 9.7x.

5-year 
average 
multiple

Exceptionally strong current market conditions
greatly favor sellers



SaaS Key Metrics
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The most important metrics to track right from the start 
of a SaaS business fall into four primary categories

With greater visibility and analysis of SaaS metrics, companies can make better 
decisions resulting in strong revenue growth rates and high valuations

Revenue Metrics
• Contracted monthly or contracted annual recurring revenues 

• Revenue growth rate

• Revenue per user or subscriber, can be looked at as a monthly or annual metric

Customer Metrics

• Cost of Customer Acquisition 

• Customer Lifetime Value 

• Cost of Customer Maintenance

• Churn by Customer and by Dollar Value

• Customer Segmentation

• Net Cash from OperationsCash

Cost, Expense 
and Profitability 

metrics

• Cost of Revenue 

o Cost of Products

o Cost of Services 

• Sales and Marketing Expense
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Beyond Valuation, What are Your Goals?
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DLA works closely with their clients to determine their goals 
and recommend an appropriate strategy

Timing

The Ideal Process

Personal Goals

How urgent is your desire for a quick transaction versus your desire for 
obtaining the highest valuation?

• Impending liquidity needs in the company

• Anticipated new business wins

• Personal considerations

What type of process & structure would best suit your needs?
• Broad based search vs. targeted 
• Strategic acquirer vs. Financial
• Confidentiality of process
• Alternative structures such an ESOP and/or sale/leaseback

What are your personal goals?
• Role post transaction
• Ability to participate in future upside via earnouts or minority ownership
• Tax considerations
• Company Legacy
• Concern for Management Team



Not All Prospective Investors are the Same . . . 
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Buyer 
Strategy

Consideration

Fund less 
Sponsors

Experienced buyer negotiates a deal and then seeks capital to fund. These deals often take 
longer to close and will likely result in less cash upfront. However, the buyer may have 
relevant industry or subject matter expertise, and potentially more flexible investment 
criteria. They are also able to step into a leadership (e.g., CEO) role and devote considerable 
time to a single company.

Family Office
Committed capital like private equity / venture capital but with greater flexibility in terms / 
investment timeline, and often a more informal diligence process.

Venture Capital
Committed capital seeking early-stage companies with high growth potential. Most VC firms 
want to see a certain minimum revenue but don’t necessarily expect positive cash flows. VC’s 
often want to see the founder and/or management team remain intact.

Private Equity

Committed capital seeking established companies with positive and predictable cashflows. 
Transactions can typically be executed quickly. Generally, two types of PE investments:

• Platform acquisition – entering a new sector (typically larger investments with very 
specific investment criteria)

• Bolt-on acquisition – vertically or horizontally integrated with an existing portfolio 
company (often willing to waive size requirement or other criteria for the right company)

Strategic Buyer

A company seeking another company in the same industry to capture synergies. Because of 
the potential of synergies, they may often place a higher value on the target company than 
other potential investors. However, they are often slower to execute a transaction and may 
offer a stock-based deal, particularly if the company is public.



. . . Often Company Profile Defines the Investor Base
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Source: SaaS Capital



Develop a Marketing 
Plan

Document Preparation Market Execution

➢ Market Positioning

➢ Development of Investor Deal List
• Strategic
• Financial
• Other

➢ Sales Process Structure
• Auction
• Targeted solicitation

➢ Investor Prioritization
• Appropriately tier investors based on intent 

level and ability to allocate capital
• Obtain sign-off on prospects

➢ Other Considerations
• Develop timeline
• Identify target sales price
• Alternative structures

The Process - Capital Markets Execution
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DLA possesses a solid understanding of capital strategies and
structures across various sectors.
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Develop a Marketing 
Plan

Document Preparation Market Execution

➢ Teasers

➢ Management Presentations

➢ Pro Forma Financials

➢ Media Presentations

➢ Due Diligence Materials

➢ Structure and Maintain Deal Room

The Process - Capital Markets Execution
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Develop a Marketing 
Plan

Document Preparation Market Execution

➢ Host individual calls / in-person investor presentations / marketing events

➢ Maintain data room and address investor Q & A

➢ Weekly investor update and prioritization

➢ Advise client during the due diligence process and the course of the negotiations of a Transaction 
with the potential investors in order to maximize the opportunity for a successful closing of a 
Transaction

➢ Represent client in the negotiation and execution of the transaction’s term sheet and assist in the 
closing of a Transaction.

➢ Maintain prospect relationships for future capital markets activities

The Process - Capital Markets Execution
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Case Study – “Runt of the Litter”

Large well-known banks aren’t always the best solution for representing 
smaller, or earlier stage companies seeking buyers or investors

Situation Overview:

• A large, formerly public company was winding down and seeking Investors for each of its subsidiaries, and 
engaged a well-known bulge bracket investment bank to lead the sales process

• Three of the four subsidiaries were in mature verticals with many interested investors, however one small 
entity remained, the “Runt of the Litter”

• Unlike the others, the “Runt of the Litter” was an early-stage company in a high-growth software sector, and 
the investment bank was struggling to identify qualified investors and had little interest in putting the time in 
such a small transaction

• With a looming deadline, the company faced the very real risk of losing the subsidiaries’ management team, 
employees, and being forced to sell the developed IP at a deep discount

DLA Capital’s Role:

• DLA assumed the investment banking role and took over the process for the small early-stage company

• In a matter of a couple of months, DLA procured six competing Letters of Intent on behalf of the subsidiary 
from its vast network of smaller investors

• The acquisition closed within five months, achieving a valuation higher than expected and meeting the parent 
company’s timeline 

Lesson Learned:



Case Study – “Ugly Duckling”
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Sometimes the right investors are not traditional financial sponsors or 
strategics; established family offices or seasoned sponsors can bring a certain 

creativity to the underwriting process which maximizes value 

Situation Overview:

• A founder owned business suddenly found themselves without a succession plan when the owner’s son chose 
to seek other pursuits rather then take over the company

• In recent years, the company had invested heavily in a fin-tech software solution for the banking sector

• The company was a bit of an “Ugly Duckling” as it didn’t fit well into traditional buyer mandates

o While the IP was compelling, it was still at a venture stage and too early in its lifecycle to attract private 
equity

o Venture investors, however, were concerned with the founder’s prospective departure and did not find 
a company with a leadership vacuum compelling 

DLA Capital’s Role:

• The company engaged DLA to run a management buyout sales process 

• Rather then seeking traditional venture capital or private equity investors, DLA sought out non-traditional fund 
less sponsors and family offices

• DLA found the right buyer, a veteran CEO with substantial industry experience, and assisted the buyer in 
sourcing capital

• The transaction closed at an attractive multiple, and DLA successfully transformed the “Ugly Duckling” into a 
“Swan” with the right buyer

Lesson Learned:



Appendix
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Kathleen Lauster, CFA 
Managing Director – Capital Advisory Group 
Leader

Phone: 646.978.9860
Email: kathleen.lauster@dlacllc.com
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• Kathleen leads the DLA team in providing expert financial support and advising companies and creditors with strategies to 
unlock capital and maximize recoveries in distressed, restructuring, and special situations

• Kathleen has over 20 years of global financial services and commercial real estate experience, working for and advising firms in
Europe and the U.S. with their capital raises, restructurings, asset management, and valuation

• Kathleen has a deep understanding of the economic, operational and institutional aspects of credit, structured securities, and 
the derivatives markets, focused on fundamental valuation

• Her clients have ranged from early stage ventures to Fortune 500 firms
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• Silver Leaf Partners, LLC
• Houlihan Lokey
• Church Tavern Advisors, LLC
• Deloitte Consulting
• First Chicago NBD Bank (now part of JP Morgan Chase)
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• University of Michigan Ross School of Business – MBA with Distinction
• Michigan State University – BA Finance, BA International Relations
• Chartered Financial Analyst (CFA)
• Registered Securities Representative (SIE, Series 62, Series 63)
• Co-Leader, Dealmaker’s Outreach on behalf of the Association for Corporate Growth
• Member, Turnaround Management Association, American Bankruptcy Institute, International Women’s Insolvency & 

Restructuring Confederation, and 100 Women in Finance
• “Kathleen Lauster is Registered Representative of BA Securities, LLC. Member FINRA SIPC.”

mailto:kathleen.lauster@dlacllc.com
https://nam12.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.basecuritiesllc.com%2F&data=02%7C01%7Cmelissa.bevilaque%40dlallc.com%7Ce0193e174ce8453bdcd608d837dd19ac%7Cd5cab74c5fbe4555a76878414e251384%7C0%7C0%7C637320770053481266&sdata=8oNJ2oPIuemwZIRHLuedpTnOelKMmIIMdqlTFlSJnIg%3D&reserved=0
https://nam12.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.finra.org%2F&data=02%7C01%7Cmelissa.bevilaque%40dlallc.com%7Ce0193e174ce8453bdcd608d837dd19ac%7Cd5cab74c5fbe4555a76878414e251384%7C0%7C0%7C637320770053481266&sdata=gN80T4XYVkFF6UHJKkmZPEb112sVfIyKDqNa4pkBkuc%3D&reserved=0
https://nam12.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.sipc.org%2F&data=02%7C01%7Cmelissa.bevilaque%40dlallc.com%7Ce0193e174ce8453bdcd608d837dd19ac%7Cd5cab74c5fbe4555a76878414e251384%7C0%7C0%7C637320770053491262&sdata=zhqBBomkIGePIfjBITpfWlASQN0ABjMBsPOysmBoTS0%3D&reserved=0
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Hiral Udeshi
Senior Analyst– Capital Advisory Group

Phone: 929.446.8398
Email: hiral.udeshi@dlallc.com
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• Hiral is an experienced Investment Banking Analyst, with four years’ experience working in financial service industry

• Hiral has expertise in mergers and acquisitions, investment banking, corporate finance, and financial analysis

• Prior to joining DLA, Hiral was an Analyst at Avista Advisory, an Investment Banking Firm with operations across India and 
Southeast Asia, where she worked on deals including sell side M&A, destressed asset restructuring, and placement across 
debt, mezzanine, and equity. She conducted financial statement analysis and prepared valuation and financial models based 
on leveraged buyout, discounted cash flow, comparable company basis
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• Chartered Accountant (equivalent to CPA) - Institute of Chartered Accountants of India
• Bachelor of Commerce, University of Mumbai

• Avista Advisory 
• Nomura Securities
• Ernst & Young
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SELECT CLIENTS
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